A MODERNIST'S DREAM
“The door handle is the handshake of the building.”

- Juhani Pallasmaa
A good creation, is a beautiful thing. A great creation, changes lives. This catalogue draws together a series of splendid creations from the House of Godrej exclusively curated to intrigue and delight.

With this collection, we take an opportunity to present 15 masterpieces from our range of premium mortise handles. Brought to you with utmost sensitivity towards fine craftsmanship and detail to design, these rare gems have been polished to enliven any interior.

Consecutively recognized by India Design Mark since 2014, an award for durable, aesthetically appealing, innovative and safe products, these handles have continued to win the hearts and minds of architects, interior designers and end users.

A few mortises adorning PVD coating come with a warranty of 15 years for their strong attributes of corrosion, tarnish and wear resistance.

Our constant urge to invent, innovate and excel as we grow has, lead us to create mutually value rewarding products and services. We hope to continue delivering an exquisite experience to your current and potential clients and connoisseurs like you!
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CALLA

A handle which is even more comfortable in touch than its appearance suggests, Calla symbolises calm and grace. Delicately curated, Calla is a true reflection of manifestation of a seamlessly outstanding handle on your door.
Poise, Tranquillity & CALLA
* These finishes can be made available on "Make to Order" basis and delivered within 10 weeks. Minimum order quantity: 100 nos.
Ideal for bedrooms, premium hotel rooms and spas. Suitable for Painted doors, Mahogany door and finish.

- **CALLA | PVD Gold**
  5612 | LKYPHR006

- **CALLA | Slate Blue**
  5614 | LKYPHR008

- **CALLA | Satin Steel**
  7585 | LKYPHRRC5

- **CALLA | Matte Black Nickel**
  5613 | LKYPHR007
Opening doors to Waves of Pleasure

Delightfully curated, Wave signifies elegance and leisure. Wave’s form is a reflection of its owner’s opulence and intimates their resolve of conforming only to the finest.
Ideal for bedrooms and leisure rooms.
Suitable for Walnut finish doors or light painted doors.
Form and function are evident even in the smallest detail. Wave was inspired from the flowing lines seen all over our visible spectrum. From doodles, to refined concepts to models and eventually to the award winning mortise it is now, Wave has been a sheer pleasure to make.
Walking into a space with confidence, you know you have created it and you own it all. Proudly curated, Yuko opens doors to your very own. Taking pride in its eccentricity, stark edges and smooth surfaces, Yuko is an emblem of prestige.
Ideal for main doors of homes or for corporate houses.
Suitable for Ebony door finish or White painted doors.
Blade comes with Honour.

Honour comes with dignity and actions. It is a reward like none other. Respectfully curated, the detail in the handle form makes all the difference. Blade wholesomely appeals to the senses and when installed, raises the charm quotient of the door.
Ideal for studio apartments and commercial spaces. Suitable for Teak or White Ash door and finish.
Sketches, models, prototypes and manufacturing, Blade was interesting and challenging to make at the same time. Ergonomics, form, function, material, finish; each aspect has been delved into to bring to you a handle of such extravagant quality.
Unique in its design, a work of fine art and an item of first interaction with what awaits behind a closed door, Trans invites you to explore more. Elatedly curated, Trans is a celebration of its owners diligence in choosing only the perfect.
TRANS will lead you someplace you never expected.
TRANS I Satin Steel
6641 I LKYPHHTRS

* TRANS I Slate Blue
5638 I LKYPHR032

TRANS I Antique Brass
6646 I LKYPHHTRA

* TRANS I Matte Black Nickel
5637 I LKYPHR031
Ideal for entrance doors of homes and resort rooms. Suitable for Oak wood and White Ash wood and finish.
Energy flows where Smooth goes.

Brought to you with vigour, the clear and compelling shape of smooth is a modernist imagination made for real. Ardently curated, Smooth instills dynamism and seamless manoeuvre.
* SMOOTH | Chrome  
7590 | LKYPHRSC

* SMOOTH | Slate Blue  
5622 | LKYPHR016

* SMOOTH | PVD Gold  
5619 | LKYPHR013

SMOOTH | Satin Steel  
7589 | LKYPHRSS

SMOOTH | Antique brass  
7591 | LKYPHRRSA

SMOOTH | Chrome  
7590 | LKYPHRSC

Ideal for main doors of homes and board rooms. Suitable for Walnut and Chestnut wood door and finish.
We wish a better society through better design. Smooth was a product of a design process thoroughly followed and manufactured by the best in industry addressing our tradition of always creating something new. Constantly coming up in various fresh finishes to suit any kind of door.
CARESS

Brought to you with tenderness, aesthetically Caress emanates delicacy and compassion. A gentle nudge to the handle opens the door to your cosy space. Indulgently curated, Caress is our well rounded affair with fine craftsmanship.
HANDLES OPEN DOORS.
CARESS OPENS VISTAS.
OPENS VISTAS.
HANDLES OPEN DOORS.

*CARESS | Matte Black Nickel | 5631 | LKYPHR025*
Ideal for bedrooms and clubs. Suitable for Painted doors, Walnut door and finish.
Sultry

With its carefully nurtured form, Sultry embodies fervour and movement. Passionately curated, Sultry transforms handles from a common item to a prized asset. As each element of a home is consciously picked, Sultry epitomizes the intensity of its owner’s preferences for beautiful home.
Red Building, Pacific Design Centre | Cesar Pelli and Associates
Opening doors to Spirits of Sultry
Ideal for posh outlets and luxury hotel rooms.
Suitable for Golden Oak and Dark Walnut door and finish.
Our constant quest for excellence has once again achieved accolades. A range of our designer mortise handles has been recognized with the prestigious - “I Mark”, by the India Design Council.

“I Mark” is a design standard granted by Indian Design Council following a diligent evaluation process to recognize good design. It symbolizes product excellence in form, function, quality, safety, sustainability and innovation. It thus communicates that the product is usable, durable, aesthetically appealing and socially responsible.

These handles have been recognized with “I Mark” since 2014.
“Wonderment starts when you carefully place Twist on the door.”

Swivelling surfaces of Twist sensitize the ordinary. Intriguingly curated, Twist enthralls even the most withdrawn and proves to be an object of desire.
TWIST | Matte Black Nickel
5624 | LKYPHR018

TWIST | Chrome
7102 | LKYPHR017

* TWIST | Matte Black Nickel
5624 | LKYPHR018

* TWIST | PVD Gold
5623 | LKYPHR017

Ideal for commercial houses and restaurants.
Suitable for Burma Teak wood and light Walnut door and finish.
Much common day objects do not become a part of design discussions. We have put in our constant efforts in making them objects of interest and Twist is one such endeavour. Geometric and fluidic patterns have been brought together to create Twist which has the capability of starting conversations.
CAPSULE

Straight-forward form of Capsule is a treat to eyes and touch. Smooth surfaces and a beguiling fascia plate mesmerises any viewer. Precisely curated by The House of Godrej, Capsule is engaging from every aspect.
“ALLURE STARTS WHEN YOU CAREFULLY PUT CAPSULE ON THE DOOR.”
“ALLURE STARTS WHEN YOU CAREFULLY PUT CAPSULE ON THE DOOR.”
ALLURE STARTS WHEN YOU CAREFULLY PUT CAPSULE ON THE DOOR.

CAPSULE | PVD Chrome | 7008 | LKYPHRCPC
Ideal for lounge and living rooms of homes and offices also. Suitable for painted doors and Pecan wood door and finish.
A dream is a wish our heart makes and bundles of hard work goes in making those wishes come true. Marvellously curated, Celva is a manifestation of such a dream of its owner’s for a beautiful home.
CELVA IS THE BEGINNING OF ADMIRATION.
Ideal for kids bedrooms or cruise rooms.
Suitable for Birch wood or Light Maple wood and finish.
Beauty begins the moment you decide to put Ecstacy.

Inspired from nature, a handle emanating charm from every angle, Ecstacy is sure to bloom on any door. Splendidly curated, Ecstacy is an expression of its owner’s take on style. An ensemble of glamour, finesse and purpose, this handle is sheer beauty.
* ECSTACY | Antique Brass + PVD Gold
5615 | LKYPHR009

* ECSTACY | Slate Blue
5618 | LKYPHR012

* ECSTACY | Antique Brass
7588 | LKYPHRREA

* ECSTACY | Matte Black Nickel
5617 | LKYPHR011
Ideal for main doors of homes or exclusive hotel bedrooms, dressing rooms. Suitable for Clear Pine or White Ash wood and finish.

* ECSTACY | Black Platinum + PVD Gold | 5616 | LKYPHR010
We make many handles and each one of them is a different story to tell. This is one such photo essay telling an amazing tale. From the various emotions human kind experiences, Ecstacy was inspired from beauty. Interestingly made in two parts, Ecstacy is expressive and stimulating.
NOTION

Surety, reliance and dignity, this handle is straightforward in its appeal. Intensively curated, Notion lives up to its name. Stunning design and tantalizing play of surfaces, Notion truly sets notions.
Trade Tower, Seoul | Hsin Yeh Architects & Associates Limited, Junglim Architecture Co. Ltd, Nikken Sekkei Ltd.
NOTION makes the difference.
**NOTION | Matte Black Nickel**
5628 | LKYPHR022

Ideal for home theatres or Conference rooms.
Suitable for laminated doors or wood glass combination doors.
Clean and stark surfaces of Evolve lend us access to a world of the future. Magnificently curated, Evolve is a celebrity for whom all doors would open. It is a bit of jetsetter with a strong appeal that captivates and entrance.
EVOLVE comes with EXCELLENCE
Ideal for offices and studios.
Suitable for painted doors and cherry wood finish.
PRIMORDIAL

Believe and you will know more. Sincerely curated, Primordial stands for our promise of delivering the finest. Primordial is not just a handle, it is a whole new experience of opening the door and walking in.
Time changes perception. PRIMORDIAL’S integrity remains constant.
PRIMORDIAL | Slate Blue
5644 | LKYPHR038

PRIMORDIAL | PVD Gold
7004 | LKYPHRPPG

PRIMORDIAL | Satin + PVD Gold
7006 | LKYPHRPPS

* PRIMORDIAL | Slate Blue
5644 | LKYPHR038
Ideal for master doors of homes and lounges. Suitable for Maple wood and Burma Teak wood and finishes.
Available Finishes

Satin Steel          Chrome          Antique Brass
PVD Gold            PVD Chrome       *Slate Blue
*Matte Black Nickel*Black Platinum

*These finishes can be made available on “Make to Order” basis and delivered within 10 weeks. Minimum order quantity : 100 nos.
These finishes can be made available on "Make to Order" basis and delivered within 10 weeks. Minimum order quantity: 100 nos.